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Smash and Grab
Chapter One



“everybody has
vulnerabilities.

Mr. Black (alias)
Laid-off after 25 years of employment

Goal is to obtain 30 million
dollars using any means available

No criminal records

No social media, false records,
limited digital footprint

Proficient technologist

“let’s look at my
notes on this target.”

This will be
too easy.

hmm

“I see your hackmds.com servers
are accessible from the outside.

Notes
Lacks DNS and
reputation security

Standard DMZ

Skeleton IT staff

Poor patch management

Weak security defenses

Vulnerable to web attacks

Poor event monitoring

evening. unknown location



there will be
bodies ...

MOM I’m

hacking!

good thing
they are a hospital

because after
my attack ...

Mr. Orange (alias)
Known as the “Loud Jerk”

Day job unknown but has been dabbling
in scripted cyber crime

Actively looking to prove himself
as an elite hacker

07:57 -:- The goal is scan any system
online for known vulnerabilities

07:58 -:- And exploit any vulnerability
for access to the HackMDs Network.

07:59 -:- Using the compromised system,
we will setup a hidden tunnel to exfiltrate
any data we find!

Later over a secure irc channel

This is my
chance at the
big league.

07:57 Mr Black - Hit the servers
without alarming the staff.

dinner!



There isn’t a silver bullet for providing
100% protection against cyber crime.
Sorry… we can’t promise that.
NOBODY CAN!

There are lots of things to remember about EXCELLENT
Cyber Threat Response! We know it’s a lot to learn, but
Cisco has you covered!

SILVER BULLET

REDUCE
You can, however, learn to reduce the risk
of being compromised to an acceptable
level using industry best practices for
security architecture.

The Cisco Cyber Threat Response

Clinics give you hands-on experience

as both ATTACKER and DEFENDER

so you can better understand both

sides of the cyber CAT AND

MOUSE game. YOURSELF

2017 Cisco Cyber Threat Response Clinic 2.0, International.



See how easily one hacker
hooks a big business

Learn how to avoid being
lured in next

Gone Phishing

Watch the video story

Know your enemies
Your guide to cyber security for your business

Ransomware Malware

Read the guide

www.cisco.com/c/m/en_au/solutions/security/anatomy-of-an-attack/index.html#video
www.cisco.com/c/m/en_au/solutions/security/anatomy-of-an-attack/index.html#guide


hackmds security ops center

FirePOWER Groups Various

alerts As A Security Incident.

Any high risk incident will

inform HackMDS.

Firepower can auto-tune the IPS to adapt

to new vulnerabilities within the network.

what are these
alarms?

Our servers
are being hit by

something

good thing
our ips is

tuned for our
environment.

it looks like
somebody is

trying to exploit
our servers.



Blacklisting threat actors with

cisco umbrella and firepower,

prevents future attacks.

bye
felicia!

Time to blacklist
this attacker with

umbrella and
Firepower

But there are
vulnerabilities

that need to
be patched.

no
problem!

Yes sir!

Cisco Firepower
Prevented an

attack against
our servers

“many of our systems
need to be assessed!

as a matter
of fact ...

We Have You
Covered

Identify All Devices

Assess For Vulnerabilities

Update Software

Network Segmentation

Layered Security

Limit User Privileges

I heard we
were attacked.
are we okay?

“We don’t have
the manpower.
I’ll call cisco

services.



www.xploitz.com

Infect Me Feeling Lucky

www.xploitz.com

Infect Me Feeling Lucky

Coming Soon 2 ur CPU

Ransomware

Identifying ransomware means an attacker was able to breach your network and deliver malicious
software. Best practice is to identify and remediate infected machines, harden the network against the
attack method used, and blacklist any sources linked to the original attack!

Never stop the incident response at removing the
infection, or you may experience it AGAIN!!

Don’t Do It!
x

Exploits are everywhere!
An exploit kit is a web server designed to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities in client machines. The goal is to deliver
something malicious such as a backdoor or ransomware.

Exploit kits can be rented online making it easy for non-technical attackers
to deliver technical attacks without understanding the details of how the
attack works.



We hope you enjoyed the Cisco Cyber Threat
Response Clinic!
Make sure to come back and complete any modules you didn’t have a chance to work 
on and check back for more future modules!

Learn More



Cisco Security
Product Suite

Physical · Virtual · Cloud

Firepower
URL, IPS, and Breach security

VPN
Encrypted communication

Cisco Umbrella
DNS Security and forensics

Stealthwatch
Netflow anomaly monitoring 
and breach detection

ESA
Email security for cloud and 
on-prem

Cisco Cloudlock
Cloud application security

ISE
Access control and security 
policy management

Threatgrid
Threat analytics, detection 
and prevention

Meraki
Cloud managed security, 
network and collaboration

Talos
Security research and threat 
intelligence

AMP
Advanced breach detection 
for endpoint and network

WSA
Secure proxy, content control 
and security

https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/firewalls/index.html
https://umbrella.cisco.com/
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/email-security/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/identity-services-engine/index.html
https://meraki.cisco.com/products/systems-manager
https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/fireamp-endpoints/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/vpn-endpoint-security-clients/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/stealthwatch/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/cloudlock/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/threat-grid/index.html
https://www.talosintelligence.com/
https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/web-security-appliance/index.html
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